DigiTour, the smartest guide for museums
DigiTour is a most advanced multimedia guide application for mobile devices with
touch technology, which opens up your collection in an exciting new way. DigiTour
combines audio information with graphically rich, interactive content. Pictures and
videos help your visitors understand the works in your collection. Modern touch screen
technology makes DigiTour an easy to use mobile museum guide, providing
information where visitors need it – in front of the viewed museum object.

Specials for children
For young visitors, we develop special tours that transform a
museum visit into an exciting scavenger hunt. Every object tells its
individual story that invites the young viewer to have a closer look
and learn about art and cultural backgrounds. And sometimes
amiable cartoon characters explain complex things in funny, easy
ways.

It’s quality that matters
We know that carefully produced high-quality content is of vital
importance to ensure an enchanting and authoritative guided tour
through any collection. Thus we put great effort into transforming
written texts into meaningful audio and video content. To this end, we
integrate professional male and female voices with music and sound
effects to achieve an informative, touching content which delights
museum visitors.

DigiTour is produced by DigiKultur Germany
We create strong solutions in museum communications to fit your
style and your budget.

Please contact us:
+49 (0) 4104 - 919 588
office@digikultur.de

DigiTour Features
DigiTour has an elegantly screen design and generously
dimensioned navigation buttons.
• The number pad gives you direct access to information: just
type in the number from an object label to get more
information about the object, the artist, or the historical
background.
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• The integrated media player gives you full control over the
entire content. You can move backwards and forwards or
pause – with a slight touch to the screen.
• We’ve introduced a list function that allows you to browse
through all the information in order to find your favorite
objects in the collection.
• When you want to know where you are, simply touch the
screen and DigiTour shows your location on an integrated
floor plan.
• Think about accessibility: with DigiTour you can provide
alternative access for handicapped visitors. We produce
video tours in sign language for the deaf (BSL, DGS or other)
and special audio descriptions for the blind and
partially-sighted people.

Recent Projects
DigiTour in the Archaeological Museum Haderslev, Denmark
DigiTour in the Ernst Barlach House, Germany
DigiTour through the Quedlinburg Cathedral Treasury, Germany
How can we help you with your next project?

Please contact us:
+49 (0) 4104 - 919 588
office@digikultur.de

